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Executive Directors Report
At a time of universal deceit, telling the truth is a
revolutionary act. George Orwell
MINORML Members & Friends, MM Patients & Caregivers,
and Cannabis Reform Activists,
Faced with problems for which there are no easy solutions,
many Michigan citizens are increasingly checking out of the
political process—either through apathy and disengagement,
mindless distractions, futile acts of violence, or by relinquishing their duties as citizens. This
tendency to “check out”, may pose the greatest menace to our freedoms at a time when we
most urgently need to maintain the barriers erected by our Founders in the Constitution to
check governmental power and abuse.
Thankfully, there are still some freedom-loving Michigan citizens out there committed to
“dissent, rebellion, and all-around hell-raising.” And as always, Michigan NORML continues
to lead the fight to protect the freedoms that were purchased at so dear a price.
Yet while it remains an uphill battle, all is not lost. In fact, the path before us is very certain,
it CAN lead to freedom. As long as we stand up for our rights and preserve the rich heritage
that is Michigan, there is reason to persevere. That is why the work we do at Michigan
NORML is so important. With the help of freedom-loving Michigan citizens like you, we
are working to ensure that the dream of America our founding fathers envisioned...a land
of freedom from fear, freedom from want, freedom of speech and expression, and, most
importantly, the freedom to grow & consume our cannabis as we see fit...never dies.
Thus, if we really want to maintain the freedoms given to us by the Founders in the
Constitution and Bill of Rights, Michigan citizens need to get active, get educated, defend
their rights, and speak truth to power. No longer can we act like a state of sheep.
If we are to prevail, Michigan citizens must be courageous, bold and resolute, recognizing
that it will take sacrifice in order to salvage our freedoms and values. As Thomas Jefferson,
our nation’s third president, pointed out: “Every generation needs a new revolution.”
Our revolution is at hand!!
Let us take a lesson from the people of Egypt who showed the world what people-power can
accomplish. Let their passion to be truly free rub off on us.
Please support us.
Rev. Steven B. Thompson,
Executive Director, Michigan NORML




American School
of Cannabis
1-877-Rx-420-99

THC in MI Expo
(treating health concerns)
An educational venue for you to
feel comfortable and learn.
www.AMMP.biz

Spy Shop LLC.com
(810) 439-1144

1-877-Rx-420-99

Resources from all areas of the industry; compassion
clubs, hydroponic supplies, consulting, insurance needs,
security, alternative medicating, alternative energy
sources, activist organizations and more!

Classes on everything from the law and your rights, different methods of ingestion, edibles, how to grow and
troubleshoot your grow room, open mike - ask the lawyer,
doctor and grow pro.

Guest Speakers from MINORML, Macomb & Oakland
County NORML(s), LEAP, American for Safe Access,
Cannabis Counsel, The Original Medical Marijuana Insurance Company & Students for Sensible Drug Policy.

Secretary/Treasurer Report

This will be my last report to you as Secretary/Treasurer. Due to
health issues and the fact that I like to share....Trena Moss will be
taking over as Secretary. I know that Trena will bring new and fresh
ideas at a time when we all need to start thinking out of the box. I
will still stay on as Treasurer as long as the Board and membership so
desires. Nothing special to comment on other than it would be nice
to see as many of you at the April 1st meeting and/or the Hash Bash
the following day. If you need any help with registering, please give us a call on the Michigan
NORML phone at 586.873.5084.

Michigan NORML 2nd Quarter Meeting
WHO:

MINORML members & general public (all our meetings are open to the public)

WHEN:

Friday, April 1st, 2011, 5:30 pm

WHERE:

Clarion Hotel & Conference Center
(Amphitheater)
2900 Jackson Rd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

(No alcohol, smoke, or food allowed in Meeting room or public areas, please). This is a ‘nosmoking’ hotel. There will be a heated medication tent in the parking lot donated by EXPO
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP.
ROOMS:

55 doubles and 15 kings have been set aside for Friday & Saturday nights at
a group rate of $64.00 + tax per night. Reservations must be made by March
18, 2011. They will continue to accept reservations after the cut-off date on a
space available basis only, at the group rate, but you may be placed outside the
MINORML block of rooms.

CONTACT: Front Desk at 734-665-4444 and you must ask for Michigan NORML group rate.
NOTE:

Saturday, we will be celebrating Hash Bash & Monroe Street Fair. VERY
IMPORTANT: We need volunteers to man the barricades and pick up trash. If
you can spare a few hours, please contact Christeen at treasurer@minorml.org
ASAP. Remember that many hands make for less work!

Please remember that you represent Michigan NORML, so put your best foot forward.
Special thanks to Whitney Burns, Director of Sales and the staff at Clarion for putting us up.


Why Are Some Cops So Hostile to
Marijuana Policy Reform?

by Rob Kampia
January 19, 2011
A few years ago, when the Marijuana Policy Project was lobbying the Minnesota legislature
to pass a modest medical marijuana bill, the state prosecutors association led the opposition.
Rank-and-file police from the Twin Cities left their beats to fill up committee hearing rooms
— in uniform, with handguns strapped to their waists — in an attempt to intimidate the state
legislators on the committees.
And law enforcement lied, lied, lied, so much so that we started distributing daily “Law
Enforcement Lie of the Day” videos to all state legislators and political reporters in the state. We
also slammed the leading local prosecutor’s office with phone calls from angry constituents; he
privately threatened to arrest us for “obstructing justice.” I almost wish he had arrested us so
that he would have had to explain why trying to help sick people interferes with justice, but he
didn’t.
For a couple years, it was all-out warfare, but we finally passed a medical marijuana bill through
the legislature in May 2009, only to see Gov. Tim Pawlenty (R) veto the bill, saying he preferred
to “stand with law enforcement.”
State prosecutors, police, sheriffs, and attorneys general — not to mention federal DEA and FBI
agents — are almost universally opposed to marijuana policy reform measures in every state, to
the point where they actually spend time and taxpayer money campaigning and lobbying against
us. Why?
1. IGNORANCE: For the most part, rank-and-file cops aren’t trained scientists or policy experts.
They don’t spend much time reading medical studies or public policy analyses, and they
generally don’t have much knowledge about the issue beyond how it directly affects their jobs.
When presented with such information, they tend to listen to the people they encounter most
in their work. Unfortunately, those people are almost always government officials or those
with a vested interest in keeping marijuana illegal, such as drug treatment specialists. Since this
information comes from “trusted sources,’ it’s usually accepted as fact, and differing viewpoints
are therefore ignored.
2. JOB SECURITY: Before MPP helped decriminalize marijuana possession in Massachusetts in
November 2008, we learned that marijuana-possession arrests accounted for 6% of all arrests
in that state each year. So, to some extent, law enforcement was opposing our ballot initiative
because they were concerned that some of them might need to be laid off if there were fewer
“criminals” to arrest and prosecute. As for me, I never thought that 6% of law enforcement
would be laid off; more likely, we were freeing up law enforcement to go after real criminals.
Which leads me to…


3. QUALITY OF LIFE: According to the FBI, 48 law-enforcement officers nationwide were
feloniously killed in the line of duty in 2009, and none of these were killed by enforcing drug
laws. It makes sense that going after murderers would be more dangerous than sniffing under
college students’ doors. But policing exists to make society safer, and hunting down nonviolent
marijuana users at the expense of thousands of unsolved assaults, rapes, and murders does
nothing to accomplish this.
4. COGNITIVE DISSONANCE: It’s hard for any person to change his or her political opinion after
years of believing that opinion. So you can imagine how it would be even harder to change your
opinion on an issue after you’ve ruined the lives of hundreds or thousands of people by arresting
them on that issue. In other words, once a cop arrests marijuana users, testifies against them in
court, and moves up the political food chain because of all this, it’s almost impossible for that
cop to then declare, “I was wrong.”
Thankfully, there’s an organization of principled law enforcement professionals who are neither
ignorant, self-serving, nor mentally calcified. I’m talking about Law Enforcement Against
Prohibition, an organization that deserves your wholehearted support.
And there is another ray of hope: When I talk to cops on the beat in the District of Columbia,
where I live, I ask them, “What’s the worst crime you usually have to deal with?” They almost
always answer, “Domestic violence.” I ask, “Is marijuana involved in that?” They laugh and say,
“Never. It’s almost always alcohol.” So should marijuana be decriminalized, or maybe even
legalized? “Probably, but the higher-ups would never go for that,” they say.
So there you have it: There are plenty of police officers who see the futility and unfairness of
marijuana prohibition up close, but most law enforcement officials with real authority support
marijuana prohibition. Why the discrepancy?
The most obvious explanation is that the higher-ups are (1) more likely to be appointed or hired
by mayors and city councils, and (2) responsible for presenting departmental budgets to those
politicians every year. So perhaps there’s a fifth reason why so many law enforcement officials
are hostile…
5. FEAR OF OUT-OF-TOUCH POLITICIANS: Politicians are far behind the public when it comes
to understanding the harms of marijuana prohibition. Whether politicians are afraid of being
perceived as “soft on crime,” of sticking their necks out on what is still a fairly contentious
issue, or of offending particular special interest groups, opposition remains high among elected
representatives. Law enforcement officials looking for bigger budgets and better jobs will echo
these politicians ad nauseum, providing them with political cover and legitimacy. And there we
have a self-perpetuating cycle.
This is why it’s important to engage law enforcement on this issue at every opportunity. Whether
it is the cop on your corner or the chief of police, opening the dialogue is vitally important.


What is Hash Bash?
By Adam Brook
OK, every year I am asked to write a piece for many different
publications about HASH BASH. I have been resistant to do so as
I
really have a lot I could say about HASH BASH, what it was, is,
will be...HASH BASH was first held on Saturday, April 1, 1972 in
response to the March 9th 1972 decision by Michigan Supreme
Court declaring unconstitutional the law used to convict poet
& activist John Sinclair for possession of two marijuana joints.
The State of Michigan was left without a law prohibiting the
use of marijuana. The new law was to take effect April 1, 1972.
According to Sinclair someone posted HASH FEST posters all over campus at U of M in Ann Arbor.
It was the second year when someone created a poster with the words HASH BASH that things really
started to take off. At that second Hash Bash, in 1973, state representative Perry Bullard, a proponent of
marijuana legalization, attended and smoked marijuana, an act which almost got him censured by the
state legislature. His staff members claim that Bullard long regretted it because of the impression it left
throughout his career, of course to many of us it made him one of our heroes.
What was HASH BASH in those early years? A SMOKE-IN! Yes, picture thousands of people kicking back
and smoking a joint and enjoying the day on the Diag. It looked nothing like what I saw when I went to
my first HASH BASH back in 1987.
By then there were speeches being given and it was becoming more political...still nothing like what we
see today. The organizers at the time had invited HIGH TIMES magazine to come check out this smokein called HASH BASH...as they promoted the event things started to grow. I was a member of the HIGH
TIMES Freedom Fighters and started to attend Ann Arbor NORML meetings.
I am having a fellow Freedom Fighter of the Year look at some old HASH BASH videos to see if this is my
20th or 21st year as emcee. I forgot, imagine that...When I got involved we would have speeches at HIGH
noon and from 1pm till 6pm we had vendors on the DIAG and we hung out smoked weed and had a
great time.
Then in the early 90’s U of M gets their own police force who enforce STATE law on campus. That means
if you get caught with weed on campus you get arrested, unlike on City of Ann Arbor property where
you would have gotten a civil infraction ticket. At the same time the University decides they will try to
stop HASH BASH and started denying out permit requests. We ended up suing the University five times
in six years, winning each time until the University had to pay our legal fees of $5000. Of course that set
up an almost rubber stamp system that gets us our permit every year without incident...well almost,
The University still likes to mess with us. The student organizer who requested the permit last year,
and his cohort, were arrested after the permit request for the bucket drive was denied. They thought
they were OK to do a bucket drive but the campus police saw things differently. Of course charges were
dropped, only we lost the money we needed to collect to pay the bills.
SO, What IS HASH BASH today? Is it still a SMOKE-IN? To some of us it always will be and if you watch
closely I smoke a nice big joint every year on the DIAG, cops be damned. HOWEVER, we really have
become a one hour political rally. We are limited to one hour of amplified sound on the DIAG. We have
argued that question in court and they do treat everyone equally so they are allowed to limit our time.
If you have never been to a HASH BASH it is quite unique. As emcee I will have a list of speakers who


will gather around me on the steps of the library at HIGH noon. Generally MARVIN MARVIN will get up
and try to fire the crowd up before the PA powers up at noon. Yes they actually put the electricity on
a timer and 60 minutes later it goes off. That f#@&ed us in this digital age, as one year they wanted to
record the audio on DAT and as the machine is processing the final recording we loose our power and
our recording. We work very close with our sound guy so they NOW understand how it works so not to
let that happen again. Once the PA come on welcome folks, kinda give the rules for the next hour and
off we go....
In the past we have had many speakers, here is the list I have: Greg Francisco, Anthony Freed,
Charmie Gholson, Bob Redden, Everett Swift, Matt Abel, Chris Chiles, Andrew Kent, David Arquette
(actor), Michael D Whitty, Mae Nutt (RIP), Bruce Cain, Richard Clement, Eddie deSouza, Dean Kuipers
(author), Charles Ream, Katherine Dillon, Melody Karr, Albert C Price, Joshua Soper, George Sherfield,
Ron Crickenberger, Larry Bonner Lippert (RIP), Clifford Thornton Jr, Tim Beck, Doug Leinbach, Derrik
DeCraene, Charles Goodman, Kyle Kushman, Dan Solano, Keith Stroup, James Hudler, James Millard,
Tom Ness, Greg Schmid, Tommy Chong (comedian), Paul DeRienzo, Stephen Gaskin (author), Renee
Emry Wolfe, John Sinclair, Marvin Surowitz, Dan Viets, David Peel, Emily Salvette, Eric Sterling, Elvy
Musikka (federal Medical Marijuana patient), Donald Fiedler, Gatewood Galbraith, The Lone Reefer,
Richard Birkett, Dana Beal, Jack Herer (RIP), Ben Masel, Jon Gettman, Steven Hager (Senior Editor High
Times), Chuck Kile Jr, Ed Rosenthal, and Chef Ra (RIP), to name a few.
The tough part about this event is with only having 60 minutes, 10 -15 being used for introductions,
rules, announcements and thank you’s it leaves about 45 minutes for speeches and if you give your
headliner (Tommy Chong, John Sinclair etc.) 10-12 for their bit you only have room for about 7-10 more
speakers with each one having 2-3 minutes to speak...BUT NOW in the last 10 years we have been
leaving the DIAG at 1pm and walking over to Monroe Street for the MONROE STREET FAIR. At The MSF
they have bands and vendors, of course being in front of CASA DOMINICKS there is food, and it’s well
worth standing in line for.
It truly is my favorite day to eat at CASA DOMINICKS and you will find me at the staff table just out side
on the patio...feel free to come by say hi!
One other thing I wanted to mention before I stop this rambling is that HASH BASH was on the 1st of
April, WHY because the law that was going to replace the law that JOHN SINCLAIR overturned was to
began on April 1st. It was not until 1990 when we asked the crowd if they wanted to make the date of
the event the 1st Saturday in April as to allow for bigger crowds and they have been big. I can remember
in the late 90’s when the weather was nice and we had 1,000’s of people on the DIAG. Crowd size is
always dictated by the weather conditions. When the weather is nice Ann Arbor fills up with 10’s of
thousands. You can’t drive around downtown as there are to many cars in the streets, you will wait for
a restaurant table that night for dinner and every bar in town is sucking of the tit which is HASH BASH,
mind you WE all go to see JOHN SINCLAIR with the MACPODZ at the BLIND PIG Saturday night...GREAT
SHOW I wouldn’t miss it...
One thing I can say for sure is at HIGH noon on Saturday April 2nd the sun will come out ( it always seems
to shine at HIGH NOON, if for only 59 more minutes) thousands will gather on the DIAG. There will be
clouds of smoke in the air. The 40th Annual Ann Arbor HASH BASH will start, Gov. Gary Johnson and
John Sinclair will be in attendance and ready to speak. Other activists who
have left us will be remembered, Chef Ra, Mae Nutt, John Hartmann, Greg
Piasecki, Jack Herer, Kathy Kennedy, Stanley The Mad Hatter, Tom & Rollie
will be memorialized during this historic 40th HASH BASH.
If you have any questions about HASH BASH feel free to give Adam Brook a
call at 313-999-0329.


Everett Swift...as Executive Director of the Michigan Industrial Hemp Education and Marketing Project
I have to send a lot of letters and emails that explains what Industrial Hemp is and why we cannot grow
it here in the United States, I have to send them out to politicians, farmers, lawyers, students, teachers,
people from all walks of life. I have never been able to come up with one letter that works for every group
of people. The closest I have ever come to a one letter fits all solution was a report written by my daughter
for a research class in High School when she was 16 years old, I would like to share it with you now. The
following earned her an A in her class

Nakita Swift
Industrial Hemp
What’s the first thing you think when I say the word “hemp”? If I’m correct, I’m willing to
bet you’re snickering in your seat and imagining up all kinds of marijuana references, maybe
with an incriminating thought mixed in.
But if you’re thinking marijuana – weed, pot, mary jane, whatever you like to call it – then
maybe you should listen closest. The fact of the matter is, the meaning of the word hemp
has been misconstrued with a negative connotation for years. Despite this, hemp has
nothing to do with drugs.
My essay is about industrial hemp. Hemp is a strain of the cannabis plant separate from the
type grown for marijuana. Marijuana is psychoactive because it contains a chemical called
tretrahydrocannabinol. It usually contains THC levels of at least 6% to 20%, sometimes even
higher – hemp, on the other hand, typically only produces THC levels below .3%. This means
that, if hemp with THC levels acceptable for use in industry were to be smoked, one would
probably be affected from smoke inhalation before they would be affected by the minute
amount of THC the plant contains. So, if it can’t be used as a drug, what can hemp be used
for?
Hemp is an extremely useful industrial plant, with over 25,000 uses. But before I cover that,
I’d like to discuss a little bit about its history.
Hemp is one of the oldest known domesticated plants, its use dating back to as far back as
the Stone Age. Shards of pottery found in China and Taiwan containing hemp fibers have
been found, dating to over 10,000 years old. Cloth made from hemp was actually more
common than linen until about the 14th century. Hemp has been widely used throughout
the world from the start of history, and it’s still used today, in over 30 nations worldwide.
So why is it, then, that the United States is the only industrialized nation that doesn’t utilize
it? As it turns out, we did, back in the Puritan era. It was first known to have been cultivated
in New England in 1645. George Washington and Thomas Jefferson both farmed hemp,
and the first American paper mill processed paper made from - you guessed it – hemp,
made by Benjamin Franklin. Back in 1619, laws were enacted in Jamestown Colony, Virginia,
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ordering that farmers MUST grow hemp - meaning that, if they didn’t grow hemp crops,
they were breaking the law and could actually face jail time for it. Similar laws were passed
in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and the Chesapeake Colonies, and for almost two hundred
years it was even accepted as a payment for taxes. Imagine being able to grow your tax
money!
It was also an industrial staple during World War II, used broadly for textiles such as canvas,
rope, and even uniforms. However, after WWII, the plant was criminalized and banned.
Since then, it has been negatively related to marijuana in most people’s minds, the two
words eventually becoming synonymous in society.
Hemp’s bad reputation, uncalled for or otherwise, is among high-ended conservatives just
as much as it is mis-educated youths who try so hard to find a drug reference in casual
conversation. The misconception of hemp is even not above – and actually especially
seems to be within – the government or law enforcement. Michigan State Police has a unit
titled H.E.M.P., an acronym for “Help Eliminate Marijuana Planting.” The program works to
eradicate and suppress domestic marijuana, making the name misconstrued.
It’s only recently that hemp has once again been recognized as an economic booster rather
than as marijuana or some kind of drug. It’s been promoted as a revolutionary cause by
people of all political sorts trying to liberate our slumping economy, regardless of the fact it’s
been around for over ten thousand years. The rising publicity, even if a bit late, provides a
definite uphill battle against legislation opposing the industrial use of the plant made due to
a lack of correct information.
Finally, and answer to the question: What can hemp be used for? An easier question might
be what it can’t be used for. Hemp can be used in the production of textiles, clothes, food
and nutritional supplements, paper products, essential oils, fuels, cosmetics, construction,
livestock supplies, biodegradable plastics, and even medicines. Hemp’s uses are ultimately
limitless, and not only that, but hemp and its production is relatively environment friendly.
Additionally, it’s a very hardy plant that is easy to grow for agriculture.
That being said, there’s no reason we shouldn’t cultivate it and use it for industry. It would
help our economy, and greatly lessen our dependency on imported goods from other
countries. As a matter of fact, the US is the largest importer of hemp products in the world,
but we can’t even grow it in our own country. If we can have the products, why can’t we
grow what the products are made from in the first place?
This is why I am in full support of the legalization of hemp and its industrial use in the form
of education and doing what I can to be active in the cause. Industrial hemp would certainly
not be a quick fix to our economy, but what takes five years to get done will take ten years if
it’s put off. We need to start working on issues like this now, no matter how controversial, so
we can utilize them tomorrow.
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MMMA PURPOSE AS SHIELD
TURNED INTO SWORD
By Thomas MJ Lavigne JD, Cannabis Counsel PLC Law Firm,

www.cannabiscounsel.com

It is absurd that the Michigan Medical Marihuana Act (“MMMA”) is being applied as a sword
instead of as the shield it was intended. The well reasoned dissenting opinion in the recent
People v. Larry King case picked up on my partner, Matthew R. Abel’s argument to this effect,
which really sums it all up concisely: Sword or Shield, which is the purpose? Obviously the
MMMA was intended as a shield.
Section 2 of the MMMA Finding and Declaration, finds and declares, as a matter of law, that
arrests ought to be reduced by 99%; instead such arrests have doubled since passage of the
MMMA. Absurd!
The Public Corporations Section of the State Bar of Michigan acted like the Jim Crow South
bar associations, propagating hatred, when they held a very one-sided MMMA seminar for
municipalities. The two speakers invited were the most radical prosecuting attorney on the
issue in the State, Jessica Cooper, and the Michigan Municipal League’s, hired consultant
Gerald Fisher, who wrote their misleading white-paper, reciting false reports linking patients
with crime. I regarded the meeting akin to a Jim Crow Southern bar association meeting,
with only KKK lawyers invited to speak. Now it is Americans with Disabilities as the illegal
classification of the population. Same xenophobia, different decade.
City attorneys, planners, supervisors, and councilpersons were invited to this bar meeting,
and are continually invited by the Michigan Municipal League to similar Jim Crow-like
seminars, being advised how to contrive a false avoidance of their Equal Protection Clause
violations; instead of literacy tests and other arbitrary and capricious regulations imposed
against Blacks in the South, now it is bans and strict regulation of medical marijuana patients
and their caregivers, limiting access to medicine. These KKK-like lawyers and judges are
desperately trying to continue the status quo of xenophobia, hatred and division. Why? So
that they can continue to receive their federal funds, conditioned maintaining the status quo
of yesteryear’s so-called war on drugs.
Who profits? Government continues to get their federal War on Drugs grants. Police
continue to unconstitutionally take and auction off peoples’ cars, TVs, computers. These
cops shop for the most expensive items; they even take sex toys. The black market profits;
like the violent Mexican drug cartels profit. Whose side is our government on? Not on the
12

side of the majority of voters in Michigan who voted this law in, as a state initiated statute,
a people’s initiative. They are not on the side of direct democracy, especially activist judges
rendering unreasoned decisions prejudicial to patients.
Judges on every level of the state and federal bench are guilty of practicing medicine without
a license every time they rear their ugly head between the physician-patient relationship,
and force patients away from their medicine of choice, in effect forcing them toward
BigPharma’s poisonous synthetics, with all their nasty side-effects, overdose, addiction and
organ damage. BigPharma contrasts with cannabis, as cannabis has no overdose, organ
damage or addiction risk. In federal court, judges are sentencing patients to halfway houses,
although their underlying charges have nothing to do with their war on drugs, with no
signs of addiction or abuse. They are patients, and these federal judges don’t like Michigan
citizens benefiting from the MMMA for their medical conditions, even though it works best
for their medical conditions. Judges must stop practicing medicine without a license.
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Free Screening for Doctors Recommendation

Appointments for Medical Marijuana Card Renewals


Experienced, knowledgeable staff
Now accepting new members


13211 Northend

52011 Gratiot Ave.

15545 Mack Ave.

4057 S. Dort Hwy.

Oak Park

Chesterfield Twp.

Detroit, MI 48224

Burton, MI 48519

248-399-5299

586-421-5100

NEW!!

NEW!!

Visit us on the web:

www.facebook.com/bigdaddyshydro

www.bigdaddyshydro.com

www.4mmagazine.com www.facebook.com/4mmagazine.com
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Oakland County and Lapeer County protests this past August-October 2010
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Higher...

I hear the crackle of the burn

Becky Fonfara

...hold it...and release.

2006

it enters my lungs...
see the white smoke leave your body,
and what it leaves behind.
Soaked into your inner conscious,
through electrical impulse.
Hold it, man!
It’ll break if it hits the floor;
or flame, or smolder, or spill
into funny hysteria.
Just a silly thing we do,
that...and release.
Here it comes again,
around the circle, is this the third time?
I lost track after the first.
Here there is much wealth.
Much love and peace and happiness and, well, being.
It is infectious, so they say.
You’ll get buzzed if you get too close,
to those who live by love.
It’s a warning, don’t be like “them”
We have a higher sense of life,
a higher sense of humor,
a higher sense of what it means
to just be...
higher.
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Join Michigan NORML...
The single most important thing you can do to end marijuana prohibition is to join
MINORML and help us to restore your freedoms. It’s time to put to rest the myth that
marijuana smoking is a fringe or deviant activity. In reality, marijuana use is extremely
common and marijuana is the recreational drug of choice for millions of hard-working
Americans. Join with us to build a mainstream political constituency that our elected officials
can no longer ignore. Lets send a strong message that it is time to stop arresting marijuana
smokers.
Michigan NORML members receive:
»
»
»
»
»
»

One year membership and Freedom Card ($15.00)
One year subscription to the LEAFLET News
MINORML T-shirt (with $25.00 option) (we now have XXX-Large)
Invitation to join our private on-line e-group/talk-list
One year membership in National NORML (new members only)
20% discount on fees with participating attorneys

Special two-for-one
memberships
Only requirement
is you both live at
same address. Same
membership number,
only one Leaflet per
couple, both can join
talk-list.

YES! Sign me up as a MINORML member. I want to stop the war against marijuana smokers.
You can also join on-line through PayPal at: www.minorml.org/SupportJoin.html
New Member _____
One Year $15.00 _____
				
T-shirt size:

S

Renewal _____

Two-for-One ______

With T-shirt $25.00 _____
(add $5.00 for XX-Large and XXX-Large t-shirt)
M

L

X-Large

Name: ______________________________

XX-Large

XXX-Large

2nd name if
two-for-one _____________________

Street: _____________________________________________________________
City: ______________________________ State: ________ Zip: ______________
County: _________________________ Phone: ____________________________
E-mail: ______________________________
Would you like to be added to our talk-list:

2nd email if
two-for-one _____________________

Yes

No

Please mail to: MINORML, P.O. Box 640, Eastpointe, MI 48021
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Michigan NORML chapters (con’t)
Macomb County, Judah Weber, 586.383.1340, judahweber@att.net
Marquette County, Al Baker, 906.362.5864, alfredbaker71@yahoo.com
Monroe County, Vickie D. Gandara-Zeiger, 734.755.5088, vdgz01@yahoo.com
Newago County, Apryl Coleman, 616.818.8505, kentcountynorml@yahoo.com
NORML @ Cooley, James “Ryan” Williams, 217.473.5553, norml-cooley@live.com
Northern Michigan University, Anthony W. Gibbs, 906.869.4579,
antgibbs007@gmail.com
Oakland County, Neil Yashinski, ocnorml@yahoo.com
OAR (Ogemaw, Arenac, Roscommon County), Terry Marentette, 989.345.3509
Ontonagon County, Denny Charney, 217.355.1505,
gogebicretreats@charterinternetnet.com
Osceola County, Diane Luckey, 231.743.2849, charm1964@yhahoo.com
Schoolcraft County Robert Canary, 906.286.3510, robcanary@schoolcraftnorml.com
Shiawassee County, Steve Rosencrans, 989-472-3458, shiawasseenorml@live.com
St. Clair County, Catherine Lauria, normlcatnip@yahoo.com
Tuscola County, Bob Wood, 989.325.0674 Bob, woodb55@yahoo.com
Van Buren County, Ben Pearce, 269.767.5517, vbnorml@yahoo.com
Washtenaw County, Chuck Ream, 734.761.5869, moksha@umich.edu
Wayne County, Adam Brook, 313.999.0329, adamlbrook@hotmail.com
Wexford County, Melody Karr, 231.885.2993, fiddlefoot420@hotmail.com

Don’t see your area listed?
Perhaps YOU can start a new chapter in your area!
Contact us at: info@minorml.org
Continued from inside front cover
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Michigan NORML Contacts
Executive Director.....................................Rev. Steven B. Thompson – director@minorml.org
Assistant Executive Director..................................... Dan Solano – detroitartster@yahoo.com
Treasurer.............................................................Christeen Landino –treasurer@minorml.org
Secretary..................................................................... Trena Moss – onegirl@frontiernet.net
Director of IT & Minority Outreach........................ Richard Clement – rclement@voyager.net
Membership Director.............................................. Lou Vierling – lou_vierling@hotmail.com
Assistant Membership Director.....................................John Davis – pfcmichigan@gmail.com
Legal Counsel........................................Matt Abel – attorneyabel@riseup.net (313.446.ABEL)
Michigan NORML on Face Book—Administrator................................................... ZigZag Man
MINORML address...................................P.O. Box 640, Eastpointe, MI 48021 (586.873.5084)

Michigan NORML Board of Directors
Rev. Steven B. Thompson
Richard Clement

Trena Moss

John Davis

Dan Solano

Jerry Glasscock

Lou Vierling

Christeen Landino

Bob Wood

MINORML’s mission is to move public opinion sufficiently
to achieve the repeal of marijuana prohibition so that the
responsible use of cannabis by adults is no longer subject to
penalty, including asset forfeiture, and to allow industrial
hemp to be produced and marketed by Michigan farmers.

